This paper presents a comparative study on two key problems existing in extractive summarization: the ranking problem and the selection problem. To this end, we presented a systematic study of comparing different learning-to-rank algorithms and comparing different selection strategies. This is the first work of providing systematic analysis on these problems. Experimental results on two benchmark datasets demonstrate three findings: (1) pairwise and listwise learning-to-rank algorithms outperform the baselines significantly; (2) there is no significant difference among the learning-to-rank algorithms; and (3) the integer linear programming selection strategy generally outperformed Maximum Marginal Relevance and Diversity Penalty strategies.
Introduction
As the rapid development of the Internet, document summarization has become an important task since document collections are growing larger and larger. Document summarization, which aims at producing a condensed version of the original document(s), helps users to acquire information that is both important and relevant to their information need. So far, researchers have mainly focused on extractive methods which choose a set of salient textual units to form a summary. Such textual units are typically sentences, sub-sentences (Gillick and Favre, 2009) , or excerpts (Sauper and Barzilay, 2009) .
Almost all extractive summarization methods face two key problems: the first problem is how to rank textual units, and the second one is how to select a subset of those ranked units. The ranking problem requires systems model the relevance of a textual unit to a topic or a query. In this paper, the ranking problem refers to either sentence ranking or concept ranking. Concepts can be unigrams, bigrams, semantic content units, etc., although in our experiment, only bigrams are used as concepts. The selection problem requires systems improve diversity or remove redundancy so that more relevant information can be covered by the summary as its length is limited. As our paper focuses on extractive summarization, the selection problem refers to selecting sentences. However, the selection framework presented here is universal for selecting arbitrary textual units, as discussed in Section 4.
There have been a variety of studies to approach the ranking problem. These include both unsupervised sentence ranking (Luhn, 1958; Jing, 2004, Erkan and , and supervised methods (Ouyang et al., 2007; Shen et al., 2007; Li et al., 2009 ). Even given a list of ranked sentences, it is not trivial to select a subset of sentences to form a good summary which includes diverse information within a length limit. Three common selection strategies have been studied to address this problem: Maximum Marginal Relevance (MMR) (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998) , Diversity Penalty (DiP) (Wan, 2007) , and integer linear programming (ILP) (McDonald, 2007; Gillick and Favre, 2009) . As different methods were often evaluated on different datasets, it is of great value to systematically compare ranking and selection strategies on the same dataset. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is still no work to compare different ranking strategies or compare different selection strategies.
In this paper, we presented a comparative study on the ranking problem and the selection problem for extractive summarization. We compared three genres of learning-to-rank methods for ranking sentences or concepts: SVR, a pointwise ranking algorithm; RankNet, a pairwise learning-to-rank algorithm; and ListNet, a listwise learning-to-rank algorithm. We adopted an ILP framework that is able to select sentences based on sentence ranking or concept ranking. We compared it with other selection strategies such as MMR and Diversity Penalty. We conducted our comparative experiments on the TAC 2008 and TAC 2009 datasets, respectively. Our contributions are two-fold: First, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work of presenting systematic and in-depth analysis on comparing ranking strategies and comparing selection strategies. Second, this is the first work using pairwise and liswise learning-torank algorithms to perform concept (word bigram) ranking for extractive summarization.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce the related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we present three ranking algorithms, SVR, RankNet, and ListNet. We describe the sentence selection problem with an ILP framework described in Section 4. We introduce features in Section 5. Evaluation and experiments are presented in Section 6. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 7.
Related Work
A number of extractive summarization studies used unsupervised methods with surface features, linguistic features, and statistical features to guide sentence ranking (Edmundson, 1969; McKeown and Radev, 1995; Nekova et al., 2006) . Recently, graph-based ranking methods have been proposed for sentence ranking and scoring, such as LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) and TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) .
There are also a variety of studies on supervised learning methods for sentence ranking and selection. Kupiec et al. (1995) developed a naive Bayes classifier to decide whether a sentence is worthy to extract. Recently, Conditional Random Field (CRF) and Structural SVM have been employed for single document summarization (Shen et al., 2007; Li et al., 2009) .
Besides ranking sentences directly, there are some approaches that select sentences based on concept ranking. used centroid words whose tf*idf scores are above a threshold. Filatova and Hatzivassiloglou (2004) used atomic event as concept. Moreover, summarization evaluation metrics such as Basic Element (Hovy et al., 2006) , ROUGE (Lin and Hovy, 2003) and Pyramid (Passonneau et al., 2005) are all counting the concept overlap between generated summaries and human-written summaries.
Another important issue existing in extractive summarization is to find an optimal sentence subset which can cover diverse information. Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998) and Diversity Penalty (Wan, 2007) Gillick and Favre (2009) proposed a concept-level ILP, but they used document frequency to score concepts (bigrams), without any learning process. Some recent studies (Gillick and Favre, 2009; Martins and Smith, 2009 ) also modeled sentence selection and compression jointly using ILP. Our ILP framework proposed here is based on these studies. Although various selection strategies have been proposed, there is no work to systematically compare these strategies yet.
Learning to rank attracts much attention in the information retrieval community recently. Pointwise, pairwise and listwise learning-torank approaches have been extensively studied (Liu, 2009) . Some of those have been applied to document summarization, such as SVR (Ouyang et al., 2007) , classification SVM (Wang et al., 2007) , and RankNet (Svore et al., 2007) . Again, there is no work to systematically compare these ranking algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a listwise learning-to-rank algorithm, ListNet (Cao et al., 2007) , is adapted to document summarization in this paper. Moreover, pairwise and listwise learning-to-rank algorithms have never been used to perform concept ranking for extractive summarization.
Ranking Sentences or Concepts
Given a query and a collection of relevant documents, an extractive summarization system is required to generate a summary consisting of a set of text units (usually sentences). The first problem we need to consider is to determine the importance of these sentences according to the input query. We approach this ranking problem in two ways: the first way is to score sentences directly using learning-to-rank algorithms, and thus the goal of summarization is to select a subset of sentences, considering both relevance and redundancy. The second way is to score concepts within the document collection, and then the summarization task is to select a sentence subset that can cover those important concepts maximally. The problem of sentence selection will be described in Section 4.
Suppose the relevant document collection for a query q is D q . From this collection, we obtain a set of sentences or concepts (e.g., word bigrams), S={s 1 ,s 2 ,…,s n } or C={c 1 ,c 2 ,…, c n }. Before training, each s i or c i is associated with a gold standard score, y i . A feature vector, x j = Φ(s j /c j ,q,D q ), is constructed for each sentence or concept. The learning algorithm will learn a ranking function f(x j ) from a collection of query-document pairs {(q i ,D qi )|i= 1, 2,…,m}.
We investigated three learning-to-rank methods to learn f(x j ). The first one is a pointwise ranking algorithm, support vector regression (SVR). This algorithm treats sentences (or concepts) independently. The second method is a pairwise ranking algorithm, RankNet, which learns a ranking function from a list of sentence (or concept) pairs. Each pair is labeled as 1 if the first sentence s i (or concept c i ) ranks ahead of the second s j (or c j ), and 0 otherwise.
The listwise ranking algorithm, ListNet, learns the ranking function f(x j ) in a different way. A list of sentences (or concepts) is treated as a whole. Both RankNet and ListNet take into account the dependency between sentences (or concepts).
Support Vector Regression
Support Vector Regression (SVR), a generalization of the classical SVM formulation, attempts to learn a regression model. SVR has been applied to summarization in (Ouyang et al., 2007; Metzler and Kanungo, 2008) . In our work, we train the SVR model to fit the gold standard score of each sentence or concept. Formally, the objective of SVR is to minimize the following objective:
where
y i is the gold standard score of x i ; f(x) =w T x+b, the predicted score of x; C and v are two parameters; and N is the total number of training examples.
RankNet
RankNet is a pairwise learning-to-rank method (Burges et al., 2005) . In this algorithm, training examples are handled pair by pair. Given a pair of feature vectors (x i , x j ), the gold standard probability ij P is set to be 1 if the label of the pair is 1, which means x i ranks ahead of x j . The gold standard probability is 0 if the label of the pair is 0. Then the predicted probability P ij , which defines the probability of x i ranking ahead of x j by the model, is represented as a logistic function:
where f(x) is the ranking function. The objective of the algorithm is to minimize the cross entropy between the gold standard probability and the predicted probability, which is defined as follows:
A three-layer neural network is used as the ranking function, as follows:
where for weights w and bias b, the superscripts indicate the node layer while the subscripts indicate the node indexes within each layer. And x nk is the k-th component of input feature vector x n . Then a gradient descent method is used to learn the parameters. For details, refer to (Burges et al., 2005) .
ListNet
ListNet takes a list of items as input in the learning process. More specifically, suppose we have a list of feature vectors (x 1 , x 2 ,…, x n ) and each feature vector x i has an gold standard score y i , which has been assigned before training. Accordingly, we have a list of gold standard scores (y 1 , y 2 ,…,y n ). We also have a list of scores assigned by the algorithm during training, say, (f(x 1 ), f(x 2 ),…, f(x n )). Given a score list S={s 1 ,s 2 ,…,s n }, the probability that x j will rank the first place among the n items is defined as follows:
It is easy to prove that (P s (1), P s (2), …, P s (n)) is a probability distribution, as the sum of them equals to 1. Therefore, the cross entropy can be used to define the loss between the gold standard distribution P y (j) and the distribution P f (j), as follows:
where y represents the gold standard score list (y 1 , y 2 ,…,y n ) and f=(f(x 1 ), f(x 2 ),…, f(x n )) is the score list output by the ranking algorithm. The function f is defined as a linear function, as follows:
Then the gradient of loss function L(y,f) with respect to the parameter vector w can be calculated as follows:
During training, w is updated in a gradient descent manner: w=w -η∆w and η is the learning rate. For details, refer to (Cao et al., 2007) .
ILP-based Selection Framework
After we have a way of ranking sentences or concepts, we face a sentence selection problem: selecting an optimal subset of sentences as the final summary. To integrate sentence/concept ranking, we adopted an integer linear programming (ILP) framework to find the optimal sentence subset (Filatova and Hatzivassiloglou, 2004; McDonald, 2007; Gillick and Favre, 2009; Takamura and Okumura, 2009) . ILP is a global optimization problem whose objective and constraints are linear in a set of integer variables.
Formally, we define the problem of sentence selection as follows:
. .
, ,
where: x i -the representation unit, such as a sentence or a concept. We term it representation unit because the summary quality is represented by the set of included x i ; f(x i ) -the ranking function given by the learning-to-rank algorithms; u j -the selection unit, for instance, a sentence in this paper. |u j | is the number of words in u j ;
x i z -the indicator variable which denotes the presence or absence of x i in the summary; u j z -the indicator variable which denotes inclusion or exclusion of u j ; I(i, j) -a binary constant indicating that whether x i appears in u j . It is either 1 or 0; Lim -the length limit; sim(x i , x j ) -a similarity measure for considering the redundancy; δ -the redundancy threshold. The first constraint indicates the length limit. The second constraint asserts that if a representation unit x i is included in a summary, at least one selection unit that contains x i must be selected. The third constraint considers redundancy. If the representation unit is sentence, the similarity measure is defined as tf*idf similarity, and δ/2 is the similarity threshold, which was set to be 1 here. For concepts, the similarity measure can be defined as 1, ( , ) 0, otherwise
However, other definition is also feasible, depending on what has been selected as representation unit.
Note that this framework is very general. If the representation unit x i is a sentence, the ranking function is defined on sentence. Thus the ILP framework will find a set of sentences that can optimize the total scores of selected sentences, subject to several constraints. If the representation unit is a concept, the ranking function measures the importance of a concept to be included in a summary. Thus the goal of ILP is to find a set of sentences by maximizing the scores of concepts covered by those selected sentences. 
D

Features
To facilitate the following description, some notations are defined in Table 1 . In our dataset, each query has a title and narrative to precisely define an information need. The following is a query example from the TAC 2008 test dataset: <topic id = "D0801A"> <title> Airbus A380 </title> <narrative> Describe developments in the production and launch of the Airbus A380. </narrative> </topic> Features for sentence ranking and concept ranking are listed in the following. We use word bigrams as concept here. (6) PageRank score: as described in (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) , each sentence in D q is a node in the graph and the cosine similarity between a pair of sentences is used as edge weight.
Concept Features
(1) Cluster frequency: 
Experimental Results
Data Preprocessing
We conducted experiments on the TAC 2008 and TAC 2009 datasets. The task requires producing a 100-word summary for each query (also termed topic sometimes). There are 48 queries in TAC 2008 and 44 queries in TAC 2009. A query example has been given in Section 5. Relevant documents for these queries have been specified. And four human-written summaries were supplied as reference summaries for each query.
We segmented the relevant documents into sentences using the LingPipe toolkit 1 and stemmed words using the Porter Stemmer. Word bigrams are used as concepts in this paper. If the two words in a bigram are both stopwords, the bigram will be discarded. The sen-tence features and bigram features are then calculated. As our focus is on comparing different ranking strategies and selection strategies, we did not apply any sophisticated linguistic or semantic processing techniques (as pre-or postprocessing). Thus we did not compare our results to those submitted to the TAC conferences.
We train the learning algorithms on one dataset and then evaluate the algorithms on the other. The generated summaries are evaluated using the ROUGE toolkit (Lin and Hovy, 2003) .
Preparing Training Samples
As our work includes both sentence ranking and concept ranking, we need to establish two types of training data. Fortunately, we are able to do this based on the reference summaries and annotation results provided by the TAC conferences.
For the sentence ranking problem, we compute the average ROUGE-1 score for each sentence by comparing it to the four reference summaries for each query. This score is treated as the gold-standard score. In ListNet, these scores are directly used (see formula (5)). While in RankNet, the sentences for a query are grouped into 10 bins according to their ROUGE-1 scores, and then we extract sentences from different bins respectively to form a pair. We assume that a sentence in a higher scored bin should rank ahead of those sentences in lower scored bins.
As for the concept ranking problem, goldstandard scores are obtained from the human annotated Pyramid data. The weight of each semantic content unit (SCU) is the number of reference summaries in which the SCU appears. So straightforwardly, the gold-standard score of a bigram is the largest weight of all SCUs that contain the bigram. And if a bigram does not occur in any SCU, its score will be 0. Thus the bigram scores belong to the set {0,1,2,3,4} as there are four human-written summaries for each query. These scores are directly used in ListNet (see formula (5)). And in RankNet, bigram pairs are constructed according to the gold-standard scores.
Learning Parameters
For SVR, the radial basis kernel function is employed and the optimal values for parameters C, v and g (for the kernel) are found using the gridregression.py tool provided by LibSVM (Chang and Lin, 2001 ) with a 5-fold cross validation on the training set.
RankNet applies a three-layer (one hidden layer) neural network with only one node in the output layer, as described in (Burges et al., 2005) . The number of hidden neurons was empirically set to be 10. The learning rate was set to 0.001 for sentence ranking and 0.01 for bigram ranking.
As for ListNet, the learning rate for sentence ranking and concept ranking are both set to be 0.1 empirically.
Comparing Ranking Strategies
In this section, we compared different ranking strategies for both sentence ranking and concept ranking. The sentence selection strategies were fixed to the ILP selection framework as shown in Section 4. We chose ILP as the selection strategy because we want to compare our system with the following two methods (as baselines): (1) SENT_ILP: A sentence-level method proposed by McDonald (2007) with ILP formulation. We implemented the query-focused version of the formulae as TAC 2008 and 2009 required query-focused summarization. (2) DF_ILP: A concept-level ILP method using document frequency to score word bigrams (Gillick and Favre, 2009 ), without any learning process.
The differences between our framework and SENT_ILP are: a) SENT_ILP used a redundancy factor in the objective function whereas we modeled redundancy as constraints; b) SENT_ILP used tf*idf similarity to compute relevance scores whereas we used learning algorithms.
The ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 measures for each method are presented in Table 2 and Table  3 . Note that the performance on the TAC 2008 dataset was obtained from the models that were trained on the TAC 2009 dataset. Then, the datasets were interchanged for training and testing, respectively. Different learning-to-rank strategies (SVR, RankNet, ListNet) do not show significant differences between one and another, but they all outperform SENT_ILP substantially (p-value < 0.0001). And for concept ranking, RankNet and ListNet both achieve significantly better ROUGE-2 results (p-value < 0.005) than DF_ILP. This infers that considering more features will have better results than using document frequency to score concepts. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Wilcoxon, 1945) is used for significance tests in our experiment. A good ranking strategy for modeling relevance is important for extractive summarization. RankNet which used a three-layer network (non-linear function) as the ranking function performs slightly better than ListNet which is based on a linear ranking function.
Dataset
Method Table 3 . Results of concept ranking strategies.
It is worth noting that Pyramid annotations may not cover all important bigrams, partly because SCUs in reference summaries have been rephrased by human annotators. Note that we simply extract original sentences to form a summary, thus it is possible that a bigram which is important in the original sentences does not appear in any rephrased SCUs at all. Such bigrams will have a gold-standard score of 0, which is erroneous supervision. For example, the bigrams hurricane katrina in topic D0804A about Katrina pet rescue and life support in D0806A about Terri Schiavo case are not annotated in any SCUs, but these bigrams are both key terms for the topics.
Comparing Selection Strategies
In order to study the influence of different selection strategies, we compare the ILP selection strategy (as introduced in Section 4) with other popular selection strategies, based on the same sentence ranking algorithm (we chose sentencelevel RankNet). The baselines to be compared are as follows: (1) MMR: As shown in (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998) , the formula of MMR is:
where q is the given query; R is the set of all sentences; S is the set of already included sentences; D 1 is the normalized ranking score f(x i ) of s i , and D 2 is the cosine similarity of the feature vectors for s i and s j . Our implementation was similar to the MMR strategy in the MEAD 2 summarizer. (2) DiP: Diversity penalty which penalizes the score of candidate sentences according to the already selected ones (Wan, 2007 Table 4 . Comparing selection strategies.
The corresponding ROUGE scores are presented in Table 4 . ILP outperforms other selection strategies significantly on the TAC 2009 dataset (both ILP vs. MMR and ILP vs. DiP). Although improvements are observed with ILP on the TAC 2008 dataset, the difference is not significant (using ILP vs. using MMR). MMR is comparable to DiP as they are both based on greedy search in nature.
To investigate the difference between these strategies, we present in-depth analysis here. First, the average length of summaries generated by ILP is 97.1, while that by MMR and DiP are 95.5 and 92.7, respectively. Note that the required summary length is 100 and that more words can potentially cover more information. Thus, ILP can generate summaries with more information. This is because ILP is a global optimization algorithm, subject to the length constraint. Second, the average rank of sentences selected by ILP is 12.6, while that by MMR and DiP is about 5, which is substantially different. ILP can search down the ranked list while the other two methods tend to only select the very top sentences. Third, there are 4.1 sentences on average in each ILP-generated summary, while the number for MMR and DiP generated summaries are 2.7 and 2.5, respectively. Thus ILP tend to select shorter sentences than MMR and DiP. This may help reduce redundancy as longer sentences may contain more topic irrelevant clauses or phrases.
Discussions
Interestingly, although the learning-to-rank algorithms combined with the ILP selection strategy perform well in summarization, the performance is still far from that of manual summarization. In this study, we investigate the upper bound performance. We used the presented ILP framework to generate summaries based on the gold-standard scores, rather than the scores given by the learning algorithms. In other words, f(x i ) in formula (9) is replaced by the goldstandard scores. The ROUGE results are shown in Table 5 . We also listed the best/worst/average ROUGE scores of human summaries in TAC by comparing one human summary (as generated summary) to the other three human summaries (as reference summaries). These results are substantially better than those by the learning algorithms. Sentence-and concept-level ranking produces very close results to best human summaries. Some ROUGE-2 scores are even higher than those of human summaries. This is reasonable as human annotators may have difficulty in organizing content when there are many documents and sentences. The results reflect that there is a remarkable gap between the goldstandard scores and the learned scores. 
Conclusion and Future Work
We presented systematic and extensive analysis on studying two key problems in extractive summarization: the ranking problem and the selection problem. We compared three genres of learning-to-rank algorithms for the ranking problem, and investigated ILP, MMR, and Diversity Penalty strategies for the selection problem. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work of presenting systematic comparison and analysis on studying these problems. We also at the first time proposed to use learning-torank algorithms to perform concept ranking for extractive summarization.
Our future work will focus on: (1) exploiting more features that can reflect summary quality; (2) optimizing summarization evaluation metrics directly with new learning algorithms.
